our parlance, mechanisms of organization). Neuroscience and neural modeling, on the other hand, have the ambition to find general answers. It is this commitment Christoph von der Malsburg* Institut fü r Neuroinformatik Ruhr-Universitä t Bochum to generality that results in the binding problem being 44780 Bochum a fundamental feature of the neural code.
if that is the correct description. In a typographical system, this could easily be done by rearranging symbols and adding brackets: [(triangle, top), (square, bottom)]. is regulated so that it stabilizes activity within the psy-
The problem with the code of classical neural networks chological moment. (In associative memory models, this is that it provides neither for the equivalent of brackets is, for instance, achieved by requiring connections benor for the rearrangement of symbols. This is a fundamental problem with the classical neural tween any pair of neurons to be symmetric, with the network code: it has no flexible means of constructing consequence that the system displays attractor dynamhigher-level symbols by combining more elementary ics.) Without this restriction, a McCulloch and Pitts syssymbols. The difficulty is that simply coactivating the tem would be a general digital machine without any elementary symbols leads to binding ambiguity when inherent tendency to organize, kept on track only by the more than one composite symbol is to be expressed. force majeure of a programmer with detailed insight into Let's assume it was vital for an organism to trigger some the switching process.
action in response to a triangle if it was in an upper (C) Long-term memory is stored in terms of synaptic position but not in a lower one. The reaction would then weights.
have to be tied to the coincidence of activity in cells (D) Long-term memory is laid down by mechanisms (triangle) and (top), which, however, would also occur if of synaptic plasticity, based on the statistics of neural the triangle were at the bottom and a square at the top. signals, especially their temporal correlations.
The animal therefore would respond to a so-called false These postulates will be referred to as the framework conjunction, perhaps with grave consequences. An for "classical neural networks." It forms the conceptual analogous situation occurs in the brain. Corresponbasis for a large and important part of current neuroscidence between object type and position is explicit on ences, especially for the genre of brain modeling usually the retinal level. Its loss on the way to the output of the referred to as Neural Networks or Connectionism. Since circuit is due to the generalization that is taking place existing neural models cover only a small range of the within the circuit: for instance, in the brain's "what" and brain's functional repertoire, an all-important issue is "where" pathways in the temporal and parietal pathways whether the above framework constitutes an adequate of primate cortex. basis from which to conquer the rest solely by conThis problem is a general one, with implications far structing appropriate specific wiring diagrams and conbeyond that of vision. Imagine a mental object that is trol parameters.
represented by the set P of neurons (refer to Figure 2 ) and another mental object represented by set Q (possiThe Binding Problem bly overlapping with P, but that is not a point here). Now It has been argued that the classical code of neural it becomes important to activate both objects in the networks is very poor, too narrow in its possibilities to same mental operation (when, for instance, comparing serve as a basis for an expansion of the functional range them). What would be more natural than to coactivate of current brain models (von der Malsburg, 1986; Fodor both sets in the same brain state? Such coactivation, and Pylyshin, 1988). The underlying weakness is best however, leads to what we call the "superposition catasillustrated by a classic example due to Frank Rosenblatt trophe": the two sets will merge into one, and the neural (1961): imagine a specific neural network for visual reccode will not express the information needed to subdivide ognition, which is internally structured such that it can the composite state into its components (see Figure 2 ). derive four propositions and represent them by output neurons. Two neurons recognize objects, a triangle or Combination Coding as a Solution a square, both generalizing over position. The other two to the Binding Problem indicate the position of objects in the image: in the upper Rosenblatt's problem has a simple solution in terms of half or in the lower half, both generalizing over the nature combination-coding cells. It would suffice if there existed a neuron that reacted to a triangle in the top of the object (see Figure 1) There is a widespread opinion that classical neural netMost symbol systems have means of combining eleworks are a universal medium with no limits to their mentary symbols into more complex ones, which can abilities and that consequently they are not subject to then be handled as units without danger of ambiguity the binding problem. I will address this claim in two and which have explicit structure on the basis of which steps. First, I will discuss whether universality suffices they can be compared, recognized, decomposed, and as a solution to the brain's problems and then I will further combined to build even higher structures. There has been much discussion over the experimental in any general and satisfactory way? It would be foolish evidence concerning whether oscillatory signals are or to argue that "this is a particular problem I have solved are not important in this respect, but that discussion is on the basis of classical neural networks, which proves a side issue that shouldn't cloud the more fundamental that all of them can be solved this way." question of whether binding is a problem and whether In the context of the present discussion, the particular neural signal correlations are a solution to that problem. version of universality that some critics of the binding Although much of the discussion of signal correlations problem uphold, is "state a concrete problem, and I will focuses on the binary case, the correlation of just two solve it with a classical neural network without ever neurons, it should be emphasized that the much more running into a binding ambiguity. external events is evident, but it is less often realized that the same can be due to our own bodily and eye Binding by Temporal Synchrony movements, which create a stream of sensory impresHow could binding be implemented in the brain? The sions whose temporal structure expresses spatial strucbasic idea of temporal binding is that signals of neurons ture of the environment. Thus, some of the signal correthat are to be grouped together are correlated in time.
lations relevant for binding are already implicit in the Neural signals can thus be evaluated in two ways: one perceptual input (see also Singer, 1999b [this issue of of them is the classical concept of neural firing rate, in Neuron]). which the relevant parameter is the running average of As a short aside, the argument is often raised that the the number of spikes arriving within any period T. The use of temporal patterns for expressing binding may second concerns temporal correlations of signal fluctuaclash with the use of temporal patterns for other purtions happening on time scales faster than T, and it is poses, such as the representation of temporal structure these correlations that express binding. The subdivision as given in the external world. This is especially relevant of the time scales above and below T is on final account to the auditory, language, and motor modalities. This arbitrary (unless one sticks to the distinction that clash may be avoided by the nervous system by recodchanges slower than T are accessible to introspection ing temporal signals into a format that does not involve while faster changes are not). Pick a scale T, and then rapid signal changes. Single neurons responding to and evaluate signal fluctuations below T in terms of correlarepresenting syllables would be an example of this. tions, while calling fluctuations above T rate changes More correlations (probably the overwhelming major-(there is, of course, a lower bound, that depends on the ity) are created within the nervous system by synaptic fastest temporal scale that can be processed by neural connections. If neuron a fired neuron b, the signals of tissue). For the brain, T is related to the psychological the two would be correlated (disregarding a small delay). moment, ill-defined as it may be, so we will take T to Correlations induced by synaptic connections also sigbe of the order of 50 to 200 msec (although scales up nify causality. In addition, activity in neurons without to minutes and beyond are also of potential relevance).
connections between them but with connections from Throughout this discussion, I discuss signal correlations a common input can be correlated. In the Rosenblatt as if they were to be evaluated without taking into account example, the binding problem could be solved if the relative delays. However, it may be necessary to also neurons in V1 that are activated by a triangle in a given consider delayed coincidences as argued in Bienenposition pass the temporal signature of their signals on to neurons expressing shape identity on the one hand stock (1995 Another fundamental difficulty for the experimental It was proposed (von der Malsburg, 1981) that correlaverification of binding correlations may be created by a tion patterns are also evaluated by rapid reversible tendency of the nervous system to produce correlations synaptic plasticity (in addition to slow plasticity). A con-(or rather decorrelations) only where needed to disamnection that is physically present and would cause conbiguate a situation and suppress false conjunctions. As fusion in a given situation could be temporarily inactivated soon as the network had reacted to the signal by switchwhen activity on both the presynaptic and postsynaptic ing off the connections that would create confusion, side is sensed, but is uncorrelated. Confusion could signal correlations could disappear again without any thus be suppressed in the given situation, even if the further functional consequences. As psychophysical or signals involved were to develop stray coincidences, neurophysiological experiments tend to stress repetiuntil the switched-off connection returned to near its tions of stimuli within narrowly defined experimental parprevious value on the time scale of seconds or minutes.
adigms, most of the signal patterns relevant for binding (3) How can correlation patterns be effective on physimay be gone after the initial training or set-up period. ological timescales? If they are to play a role in the However, if we are lucky, nature will extend the grace brain's function, it is mandatory that they be evaluated of producing low-order correlations that moreover could within short time intervals. Finding a pair of correlated be interpreted functionally on the basis of applied stimneurons in a set of others firing stochastically may take uli. Figure- ground separation may be a unique experiunrealistically long integration times. The situation can mental opportunity, as the required binding pattern is be improved in two ways. As previously mentioned, one very simple-requiring just distinction of the figure from way relies on coincidences of high order. Even when the ground, which should be expressed by the creation superimposed on stochastic signals, a single event of of correlations between neurons within the figure and n simultaneous spikes, with n large enough (say, 50 or suppression of correlations between neurons within the 100), can be of high statistical significance. The other figure and those within the ground. Because each new way relies on the suppression of accidental correlations stimulus may be a unique combination of local cues, the by appropriate inhibitory circuits. Thus, if a large set nervous system probably cannot suppress erroneous of neurons needs to be subdivided into several bound conjunctions by permanently adjusting circuits. subsets, inhibition between the subsets can make sure that no coincident spikes between neurons in different Beyond Temporal Binding subsets occur at all. This is an integral part of many In one extreme and untenable view, all of the thalamomodels, e.g., von der Malsburg and Buhmann (1992) or cortical apparatus would be a collection of cells with Wiskott and von der Malsburg (1995). rather low-level meaning, defined since birth by their (4) How are the network patterns created that are efferent or afferent connections, and all higher-level required for the production and evaluation of significant firing patterns? Random connection patterns will neither symbols would be constructed as temporal correlation is the lack of a clear picture of how the correct control be almost 400,000 neurons. With coarse coding, on the other hand, that same space is defined by using neurons could be put in place, that is, how information about to fill not the entire volume but only the axes. Thus, in the quality of match between potential correspondence the case above, one would need M ϩ N ϭ 40 neurons points could be communicated to the control neurons,
only. An individual entity would then be represented with or how these circuits could come about ontogenetically. the help of N neurons, each one specifying a value for Clearly, more theoretical work is needed here on all one of the parameters. sides. What is needed is to develop a theory describing If only one item were present at any given time, this how binding patterns are first "discovered" by the circuit would be a perfect solution. If, however, several entities with the help, for instance, of a temporal correlation must be represented at the same time, the binding probmechanism on the basis of pattern similarities and are lem arises, as those neurons that refer to one entity then "burned into the network" as reliable and quick-toneed to be bundled to avoid conjunction errors. Thus, retrieve connection patterns, not requiring further timethe availability of a binding mechanism makes coarse consuming signal correlations. Temporal binding would coding possible. It seems impossible to use coarse codtherefore only be necessary in the first stage of discoving without a binding mechanism, and many functional ery, when no appropriate binding circuits are yet in models, as those discussed below, cannot well be realplace.
ized without coarse coding. If indeed temporal binding were nothing but a makeSensory Segmentation shift means for the nervous system to solve binding Another important application of binding-in the eyes problems as they unexpectedly turned up, and if they of many, the application of binding-deals with the segwould always be quickly obviated by the system by mentation problem of perception. In all sensory modalappropriate changes to the network, it would be very ities, natural stimuli are a mixture of signals that originate difficult to find evidence for binding experimentally: one with independent sources in the environment. In all these models, the combined action of all excitatory connections is to bind the neurons that are activated by the same figure into one composite whole, by synchronizing their activity in time. Inhibitory connections are used to suppress simultaneous activity in cells belonging to figure and ground, thus making the signal correlations within figure and within ground stand out unambiguously, and minimizing accidental coincidences. The excitatory connections necessary for seg- cortices is necessary to combine low-level and highlevel information, since both types of cues on their own would in many situations not be able to disambiguate object deformation, illumination, background, partial occomplex visual stimuli. That back projections from clusion, surface reflections, noise, and other paramehigher to lower levels seem to lack the necessary preciters. Many theories of vision assume that invariance is sion is an issue that I will address below. achieved via decomposition of sensory patterns into As for the expected time course of signals that exelementary features, which are represented by individpress binding of all parts of a figure to each other, it is ual neurons that then connect to invariant feature cells not necessary to require simultaneity from one end of by "feature type-preserving connections." Thus, an inthe figure to the other. This would only be required if a variant cell receives connections from the cells of the single neuron were to evaluate the figure as a whole, same feature type in all different locations (or whatever which is unlikely to ever happen in the brain. If a figure the parameter to be generalized might be). A binding is evaluated by individual neurons only in terms of (overproblem arises from such a structure, for since generallapping) local subpatterns, what is necessary is that ization is performed independently for each feature, insignals be fairly synchronous within the subregions deformation about relative position, size, and orientation fining those patterns. On the global level of the figure, is lost. For a given set of feature types, this lack of signals have to be coherent, but the timing of events information can lead to the inability to distinguish bemay drift from one end of the figure to the other in a tween patterns that are composed of the same set of continuous fashion.
features, though in different relative positions, sizes, or Invariant Object Recognition orientations.
Invariant representation and recognition of objects and
The conflict between generalization and unambiguous patterns is one of the fundamental functions of percepfeature relations can be resolved with the help of tempotion. Invariance is required to link the infinite variety of ral signal correlations that are created on an early level sensory patterns that may be created by any one exterof processing where feature relations are still explicit. nal object or process to an individual representation. In Different spatial arrangements of features in the input vision, this variety of sensory patterns is due to differlayer thus lead to different binding patterns between the features involved. These binding patterns can be ences in retinal position, size, orientation, perspective, the brain. Whereas conventional, nonbinding neural network models are mostly still confined to solutions of toy problems and fail when it comes to natural perceptual input, binding-based models for perceptual segmentation and invariant object recognition outdo or at least compare favorably with the best available nonbinding systems. Thus, the conceptual framework of temporal binding has been worked out well enough to serve as a solid basis for neural modeling that goes well beyond the achievements of classical neural networks, at least in the directions probed so far. The examples moreover illustrate that some functional problems of the brain are binding problems, which can only be awkwardly circumvented by classical neural networks.
Conclusion
Although there is a widespread and more or less explicit conviction that classical neural networks are universal (in the sense, "give me a concrete problem and I will devise a network that solves it"), there is no basis for this claim whatsoever. But even if there were, universality cannot solve the brain's problem, which is rather characterized by, "given the concrete network that an individual is born with, learn to cope with situations and problems as they arise" The difference between these two statements is, first the problem, then the network (the principle of universality) versus first the network, then the problem (the requirement of flexibility)-a very big difference indeed. Any concrete classical neural network, even with arbitrary collections of combination-coding cells, cannot avoid running into binding ambiguities when faced with unexpected problems. Thus, the issue remains to identify in the brain a neural architecture that has the capacity for learning and self-organization and is a fertile basis for all the flexibility and creativity observed in humans and animals. As long as such fundamental problems as instantiation and learning from natural environments remain unsolved (to name but two), there is little reason for anyone to be complacent about the achievements of classical neural networks.
